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Explain how program outcomes 
were reviewed this year (i.e., 
input from advisory board, 
instructors, students, etc.) and 
changes made, if any:

No Advisory board meetings in 2020 due to Covid. Instructors evaluated coursework and student evaluations. 
Main changes involved safe Covid practices, social distancing, less group projects and no group travel.

Outcomes are up-to-date in 
WIDS and on the program's web 
page.

 Yes

ADA Statement  Yes
Competencies  Yes
Course Description  Yes
Course Title and Number  Yes
Credit Hours  Yes
Freedom of Expression 
Statement

 Yes

Grading Criteria  Yes
Instructor  Yes
Academic Integrity Policy  Yes
Non-discrimination Statement  Yes
Office Hours and Contact 
Information

 Yes

Prerequisites  Yes
Required Text(s)  Yes
Syllab Up to Date in WIDS  Yes
Explain which syllabi were 
reviewed this year; input 
received from advisory board, 
instructors, students, etc. 
regarding course objectives and 
textbooks used; and changes 
made, if any.

All syllabi were evaluated by instructors each semester to insure textbooks and objectives were appropriate.

Explain how comptencies were 
reviewed this year (i.e., input 
from advisory board, instructors, 
students, etc.) and changes 
made, if any:

All competencies were reviewed by instructors each semester to insure competencies were being met. No 
advisory board meetings due to Covid.

WIDS Up to Date  Yes
Capstone No
Class Participation  Yes
Clinical  Yes
Exams  Yes
Final Exam  Yes
Journals No
Lab Demo  Yes
Oral Exams  Yes
Other Projects No
Peer Evals No
Portfolio  Yes
Quizzes  Yes
Self Evals No
Simulations No
Video Student Mastery  Yes
Written Essays  Yes
Written Report  Yes
Assessments used in the 
program are matched to the 
outcomes/competencies for the 
program

 Yes

Give examples of how 
assessments used in the 
program reflect higher-level 
thinking skills, such as 
application, analysis, synthesis, 
and evaluation.

Students compiled info learned in Livestock Disease to design a farm vaccination protocol for their species of 
livestock. Included pricing, timing and different ages of animals.Students put together farm plans for fertilizers, 
herbicides, seed, equipment operation and breakeven price points..
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Explain changes in the 
assessments used in your 
program since your last review 
(include input received and 
rationale):

More online assessment due to Covid. Total online last spring in March through May. Many quarantined 
students watching remotely and testing vis TEAMS.

INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATIONS

Explain any changes made or 
planned in the program  based 
on assessment of industry 
certifications used in the 
program.

BQA 52/54 96% pass
CDL 40/51 78% pass
Commercial Applicators 39/49 80% pass
CPR 41/42 98%
Briggs and Stratton Comp 7/8 88% pass
Masters of Beef Advocacy 21/25 84%
No changes were made to certifications

How do you evaluate program 
competencies or learning 
objectives during 
internship/externship 
experiences?

Weekly reports by students as well as instructor visits and employer evaluations.

As you reviewed results of 
internship/externship 
evaluations, what curriculum 
changes were made or are 
planned in your program?

Internship packets were updated and streamlined. Continued emphasis on timeliness, attendance and 
communication skills.

Program outcome assessed this 
year

AB Analyze current agricultural events and issues and the effect they have on the future of agriculture
AGR Demonstarte knowledge and application of best management practices in agronomic fields
AS Apply problem solving skills in agricultural scenarios
.

How did you assess student 
achievement of this program 
outcome? What measures were 
used? 

AB Graded opinion paper that analyzes a current marketing article.
AGR  Crop Science 2 final exam grade average
AS Disease scenarios  in AGT 242

What are the benchmarks for 
achievement of this outcome?

AB  Class average of 80%
AGR  Class average 75%
AS Class average 80%

Explain the results and your 
analysis of the previous year's 
data on this learning outcome. 
(Did your students meet the 
benchmark? If not, what factors 
might be affecting student 
achievement of this outcome? Is 
there further assessment 
needed to understand and 
address why the program is not 
meeting the benchmark?)

AB  Yes 85%
AGR Yes 93%
AS  No Average 74%

Explain how you will use 
assessment results for this 
outcome to make changes in 
your program.

AB  No change
AGR No change
AS  More daily review and group brainstorming

What program outcomes were 
assessed this year? - 2

AB  Solve real world problems by identifying a problem, and its scope, evaluating resources to address the 
problem, formulating alternativesolutions and selecting the solution most consistant with stated object.
AGR  Establish crop managment plan
AS AB AGR  Attain a Class A CDL

2. How did you assess student 
achievement of these program 
outcomes? What measures were 
used? - 2

AB Average grade of Employer evaluation of second year students.
AGR Students put together farm plans for fertilizers, herbicides, seed,  equipment operation and breakeven 
price points in Land Management and Crop Science II.
AS AB AGR  Attain CDL license thru  state.

What are the benchmarks for 
achievement of these outcomes? 
- 2

AB  Class average 80%
AGR  Class average 85 %
AS, AGR, AB  80%

Explain the results and your 
analysis of the previous year's 
data on these outcomes. (Did 
your students meet the 
benchmark? If not, what factors 
might be affecting student 
achievement of this outcome? Is 
there further assessment 
needed to understand and 
address why the program is not 
meeting the benchmark?) - 2

AB  Yes 93%
AGR Yes 90%
AS, AGR, AB   No but very close.  78%
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Explain how you will use 
assessment results for these 
outcomes to make changes in 
your program. - 2

AB  No change
AGR  Another lecture added to Land Management Class to aid students understanding.
AS AGR AB  Smaller class sizes.  Added early classes prior to start of semester.  More simulation time.

If you made changes to your 
program last year based on 
program outcome assessment, 
what has been the impact on 
student achievement following 
the changes?

Too early to determine

If applicable, what further 
changes are needed to improve 
achievement in program 
outcomes?

AS  It appears that the planning and design of an improved Implant project needs more tweaking.  Class average 
this year 74% benchmark was an 80%

ENROLLMENT Enrollment - Does the most 
recent year's data meet this 
benchmark? If not, explain a 
single-year anomaly or explain 
what strategies your program 
will implement to address a 
pattern (two or more years) of 
not reaching this benchmark.

Yes. Benchmark 75%, last year 94%.

RETENTION Retention - Does the most 
recent year's data meet this 
benchmark? If not, explain a 
single-year anomaly or explain 
what strategies your program 
will implement to address a 
pattern (two or more years) of 
not reaching this benchmark.

Yes. Benchmark is 75%, 2020 81%.

GRADUATION Graduation - Does the most 
recent year's data meet this 
benchmark? If not, explain a 
single-year anomaly or explain 
what strategies your program 
will implement to address a 
pattern (two or more years) of 
not reaching this benchmark.

No Benchmark 70%. 2020 65%. This is the first year we have not met our benchmark. We will take a look at drop 
out rate to look for trends and evaluate again next year.

PLACEMENT   Job Placement - Does the most 
recent year's data meet this 
benchmark? If not, explain a 
single-year anomaly or explain 
what strategies your program 
will implement to address a 
pattern (two or more years) of 
not reaching this benchmark.

Yes. Benchmark 80%. Achieved 97%.

STUDENT 
SATISFACTION

Student Satisfaction - If this 
benchmark is not met, what 
strategy or strategies will be 
implemented to address this 
measure?

Not accessed this cycle due this coming year.

ALUMNI 
SATISFACTION   

Alumni Satisfaction - If this 
benchmark is not met, what 
strategy or strategies will be 
implemented to address this 
measure?

Not accessed this cycle due this coming year.

EMPLOYER 
SATISFACTION   

Employer Satisfaction - If this 
benchmark is not met, what 
strategy or strategies will be 
implemented to address this 
measure?

Yes met. Benchmark 80% Average of 94.6% on Employer student evaluation from Internship 190 and 290.

What professional development 
activities have instructors in this 
program completed in the last 
year?

New ideas are incorporated into the classroom from instructors' continuing education. Online training has also 
helped to keep instructors up to date with many conferences being canceled this year.

How were these activities used 
to improve this program?

Instructor Rick Kriese Current with CCA endorsement.Instructor Dr. Lori Repenning completed veterinarian 
accreditation Jan 2020.Instructor Janelle Guericke attended crop insurance update meetings and completed 
continuing ed credits for licensing in Real Estate and Commodity Brokerage.

Do faculty members belong to 
professional organizations 
associated with this program?

Yes

Are students made aware of the 
professional organizations for 
their career field?

Yes
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Professional Organizations - If 
no, explain why.
Implementation Date 2021-01-06
 What changes were or will be 
made to this program based on 
feedback provided at the past 
year's advisory board 
meeting(s)?

Did not meet in 2020. Plan to have online meeting spring of 2021.

 Indicate the personnel 
responsible for implementing 
the change(s):

Rick Kreise

As you review this past year, 
what changes do you propose 
for the next school year that will 
affect the program's budget?

Looking to forward to the start of the new ag/precision building to have a nicer indoor space for labs. Continue 
to find opportunities to improve education at MTC.

Cost No change.
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